TWO MAN REVERSE SCRAMBLE TOURNAMENT

Saturday, August 22, 2020
2 MEMBER TEAM OR 1 MEMBER AND 1 GUEST
(Guests must have a verifiable index in GHIN)

TOURNAMENT CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION
In a reverse scramble, golfers don't choose the best of the teammates' shots, they choose the worst. On the first hole, A and
B hit their drives. A's drive is straight down the middle of the fairway, and long. But B's ball was shorter and wound up in
the rough. In a normal scramble, the teammates would obviously choose to play from the location of A's ball (the best shot).
But in a reverse scramble, they have to use the worst shot, so B's ball it is. Golfer A picks up her ball and moves it to the
location of B's. Both golfers then play their second strokes. Both A and B play their strokes, then choose the worst of the
two shots as the locations of the following stroke—continues until the ball is holed.This is true even on the green. Say on
the first putt attempt, A's ball runs six feet past the hole, but B's ball stops just short of the lip. Sorry, it's a reverse scramble,
so the team must play the following stroke using the location of A's ball beyond the cup.
HANDICAP:

Handicaps, based on August 19th index

Entry Fee: $20 per person ($40.00 Team), regular Greens and Cart fees apply.
Prize Money: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Place LOW TEAM NET!!
Entry Deadline: 1200 NOON, Saturday, August 15, 2020
Tee Times:

Make your own TEAM Tee Time in the Pro Shop

Score Cards: Pick up your Team Score Card in the Pro Shop. When you have finished, give
your card to the PMGA scoring committee.
Team entries must be deposited with the entry fees included for both team members in the PMGA mail Slot in the Pro
Shop.
MAIL ENTRIES CANNOT BE ACCEPTED.
TEAM _________________________
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_________________________
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_____________________
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_____________________
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